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The Evolution of Your

SIGNATURE
DIAATION:
ATIONN
DATA INTEGRITY AND NON-REPUDIATION:
WHY THEY MATTER FOR MUNICIPALITIES
IN A DIGITAL ERA
Municipalities, just like the rest of society, are embracing the digital information age. Increasingly,
paper archives are abandoned in favour of electronic document archives; paper shipping
and handling are replaced with emails or electronic document portals. As a result, today’s
challenge is more about how to ensure the data integrity of electronic documents (tamperproof records) and providing proof of authorship for official records.
Asymmetric key encryption, also known as digital signature, is an extremely reliable technology
that protects the data integrity of electronic documents. When these digital signatures are
well managed, they confirm document authorship as well. As such, the signer’s signature is
irrefutable (non-repudiation). Indeed, authorship and data integrity are an integral part of the
electronic document itself. In other words, the signer’s identity is embedded within the
document when it is digitally signed, standing as further proof of its data integrity. That means
there is no need to haul your systems’ logs to court to prove their integrity. The electronic
document (i.e. a PDF) is in effect tamper proof and bears the signer’s signature key.
Municipalities in Canada are major contributors to the economy. Municipal infrastructure
contracts are handed out, permits are issued, land is surveyed, municipal land registries are
updated, etc. These operations are all becoming paperless, so municipalities are readily
issuing notices, regulations, and permits in electronic form. And because their archives are
steadily being digitized, they are preferring more and more to receive electronic documents
instead of paper, thereby eliminating the need to scan them into electronic archives and
saving on the related costs.
At Notarius, we issue and manage trusted digital signature certificates based on asymmetric
key cryptography. We also make sure to verify the identity of each of our customers prior to
issuing them a digital signature. Thus, when an electronic document is digitally signed with a
Notarius digital signature, municipalities can be sure of the signer’s identity, such as for an
official submission in response to a public call for tender). Conversely, when a Notarius digital
signature is issued to a municipal officer, inspector, or worker, the public is assured that the
digitally signed document is indeed an official municipal document, and that its data integrity is
secure.

To learn more about Notarius, visit www.notarius.com
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Keeping in Touch
By Corey Halford
President, MISA Prairies

How Do You
Demonstrate Value?

“KEEPING IN TOUCH” is appropriate theme for this
not demonstrate the value that IT brings to municipal
column as this is my last installment of Keeping in Touch
operations; they simply reflect the cost of IT. So how do
as the President of MISA Prairies. When I look back at
you demonstrate value?
the past two years, I see an organization that is growing
Before you can demonstrate value, you need to know
in size and reputation, which is resulting in an increase
who your customer is and what they consider valuable.
in membership. I feel one of the most significant reasons
Consider email support as an example; your internal
this is happening is because MISA Prairies brings value
customers expect email to be available all the time.
to municipalities of all sizes, regardless of whether they
They also expect all spam to be blocked and they do
have an IT department or not. I feel
not want you to block the emails that
one of the reasons this is happening
are important to them, even if these
Benchmarks do not
is because we are now taking
emails happen to be spam. In this
demonstrate the value
advantage of social medial tools such
example, your customer values access
that IT brings to municipal
as Twitter and LinkedIn to provide our
to the information that allows them to
members with ways to keep in touch
deliver high quality customer service
operations; they simply
with what is going on with MISA
and allows them to communicate with
reflect the cost of IT.
Prairies and all MISA chapters. The
their customer. They do not care what
MISA Forum on LinkedIn is a perfect
it takes to make this happen and that is
example of a nation-wide initiative led by the Presidents
the challenge we must address head on.
of MISA BC, Prairies and Ontario so that our members
The MISA Prairies conference aims to address the
can keep in touch on current issues and engage one
challenge of demonstrating the value of IT in a number
another regardless of which chapter membership. This
of ways. First, we are bringing in keynote speakers
cross- and inter-chapter collaboration is something I am
David Eaves and Tom Wujec, who will inform and
proud of accomplishing in my term as President, and I look challenge the way we think. Secondly, the program
forward to keeping in touch in other ways as I continue my is rich in content and information intended to foster
involvement with MISA.
success. Third, we are providing many opportunities
for dialogue with delegates. Lastly, we are hosting the
It is with great excitement that MISA Prairies
conference in Banff, Alberta, one of the most beautiful
is hosting its annual spring conference in Banff,
places in the world.
Alberta from April 14 to 16! The theme for this year’s
As this will be my last column and MISA Prairies
conference is “The Value Of IT,” and delegates will
conference as President, I want to thank all the members
explore ideas and engage in collaborative dialogue
of the MISA Prairies, Ontario, BC and MISA Canada
around how IT delivers tangible value to internal
executives for being actively engaged in collaborating
and external customers. As IT leaders, each budget
with me during my term. None of the successes I
cycle provides challenges in providing justifiable
have achieved would have been possible without
benchmarks and comparisons such as cost per
you and I sincerely thank you for all of your support.
capita and per cent of the total corporate budget
Keep in touch! Q
allocated to IT. The issue is that these benchmarks do
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MISA Ontario’s Mobile Summit
Generates Ideas to Build On
By Lawrence Moule
IT WAS MORE than an information session, more
than a chance for municipal IT colleagues to interact.
The MISA Ontario Mobile Summit in Peterborough
on February 27 produced concrete ideas and an
information package that will be published online to
assist any municipality struggling to deal effectively
with the proliferation of mobile devices and growing
demands from employees to bring their own devices
to work.
The event, though it lasted only one day that was
shortened by a snowstorm, was also noteworthy
because it will have a sequel. The spirit of Peterborough
will be carried forward to another summit to be held at
the Town of Essex in April, when the published products
from the Peterborough event will be re-examined for
further development and expansion.
One of those products is a summary of a session
held during the afternoon, called the Mobile Plan
Development Workshop, in which delegates exchanged
ideas on what should be contained in a municipal
strategy for mobile devices.
“The purpose of the workshop was to provide
municipalities with a kickstart to identify the core

components required in a strategic plan for mobile
devices and BYOD [bring your own device],” chief
organizer Nick Powers said after the event.
“We wanted to make use of the MISA community as
much as possible to help drive that. They are all working
on mobile strategies and they’ve all got ideas, so we
decided to put those ideas down on paper as a group.”
As snow swirled by the windows of a meeting
room at the Peterborough Sport and Wellness Centre,
clustered delegates made notes on forms provided by
the City of Peterborough’s Technology Services division.
Powers, who is IT security manager at Peterborough
and chair of MISA Ontario’s IT Security Special Interest
Group, led them through the structured discussion.
“We got a lot of information from the various groups,”
he said later, “and we are consolidating that down
to a single resulting worksheet that identifies the core
components of a plan, the action items from that plan,
and the deliverables resulting from those action items.”
That summary has been posted on MISA Ontario’s
website. So have the results of a survey by the IT
Security SIG, which Powers delivered to delegates in a
morning presentation.

Working on ideas during the Mobile Plan Development Workshop are, from left: Dawood Khan of RedMobile Consulting; Anne
Owers of the City of Peterborough, an organizer of the Mobile Summit; Larry Franks, director of Peterborough’s Technology
Services division; Larry Irwin, Town of Collingwood; Dan Kehoe, Town of Orillia.
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Only seven per cent of surveyed municipalities have a policy
to address BYOD, although one-third already support, or plan
to support, BYOD within their environment.

The survey, completed by 30 municipalities in the last
quarter of 2012, is based on answers to 29 detailed
questions about municipal policies and practices related
to mobile devices. Among its many findings:
• Only seven per cent of surveyed municipalities have
a policy to address BYOD, although one-third already
support, or plan to support, BYOD within their
environment.
• Only half of the municipalities have implemented,
or plan to implement, a mobile-device-management
system to support multiple mobile platforms.
• In summary, mobile proliferation is here to stay but
municipalities are generally not prepared for it, and
BYOD is still not a solution for most.
There are many reasons why municipalities are
hesitating to expand mobile communications. The most
prominent reasons found in the survey are data security,
fears of lost or stolen devices, the challenges of device
management and IT support requirements. The Mobile
Summit revealed others, however.
Mobility raises complex legal issues for municipalities.
In a presentation entitled “Top 10 Legal Challenges
in Creating a BYOD Policy,” Lou Milrad, a long-time

Francis Li, information technology
director of Softchoice Corp., addresses
the MISA Ontario Mobile Summit.

adviser to MISA Ontario and principal of Milrad Law
in Toronto, warned that the convergence of corporate
and personal data on one device can create a “perfect
storm” of privacy and security issues.
One threat arises if someone steals data, or
downloads potentially dangerous code, after breaking
into a device app by “jail breaking” – violating digital
copyright restrictions – or “rooting” to analyze source
code. Municipalities should anticipate such threats in
their mobile-device policies, Milrad urged.
Asked if was not too much to expect that municipal IT
practitioners could be knowledgeable of legal tangles,
Milrad agreed: “There’s no way that everybody is going
to be familiar with all these things. But from a highlevel perspective, they need to be dealt with as part of
a policy.
“You need to have the business-line owners talking
with you, someone from the CAO’s office and your
corporate counsel,” Milrad advised. “You’ve got to have
a team approach to the design of a mobile IT policy.”
In addition to legal issues, the summit’s discussions
revealed how the development of mobile policies can be
hindered by non-technical concerns. For example, how

Katherine Isaac of York Region, Lou Milrad of Milrad Law and Larry Dean of
Northumberland County take part in the Mobile Plan Development Workshop in the
Peterborough Sport and Wellness Centre.
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Taking part in a panel discussion of BYOD issues at the
MISA Ontario Mobile Summit on February 27 are, from left:
Mark Sebastian, information security officer with Softchoice
Corp.; Bruno Mangiardi, CIO of the City of Greater
Sudbury; Sven Tretrop, IT manager for mobile apps and
workforce mobility at the City of Mississauga.

much should employees receive as a stipend for using
their own devices for municipal work? That question was
raised several times without resolution.
There’s also uncertainty about whether BYOD
programs are really needed to meet employees’
demands. Bruno Mangiardi, CIO of the City of
Greater Sudbury, speaking during an afternoon panel
discussion, pointed out that the major reason given
by employees for seeking a BYOD program is to gain
access to City e-mails on their mobile devices.
“But they can get e-mails easily on municipally owned
portable computing devices through a web interface,”
Mangiardi said. “We’re not proceeding with BYOD
now.”
The panel discussion, moderated by John Millar of
Digital Boundary Group, also included Sven Tretrop, IT
manager for mobile apps and workforce mobility at the
City of Mississauga, and Mark Sebastian, information
security officer at Softchoice Corp.

MISA Ontario Mobile Summit Sponsors
• OPUS2 Mobile Solutions
• PingStreet.ca, a location-based discovery tool
from eSolutionsGroup
• RedMobile Consulting
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Nick Powers of the City of Peterborough, standing, talks with
delegates during the Mobile Plan Development Workshop
about what action items should be attached to each component
of a mobile strategic plan.

Softchoice, it turns out, is the only organization
represented by speaker s at the Mobile Summit that has
actually implemented a BYOD policy. The company’s IT
director, Francis Li, gave a morning presentation on what
BYOD means to an enterprise and how to prepare for a
policy implementation.
Li warned that, despite the difficulties that make
municipal IT departments wary of implementing mobileaccess policies including BYOD, they will ultimately have
to do so or lose valued employees – and power within
the municipality.
“IT is losing control of mobility budgets,” Li declared,
quoting a study by mobile-management pioneer
MobileIron showing that the proportion of IT departments
in North America that controlled mobile-communication
budgets in their organizations declined to 48 per cent in
2012 from 53 per cent in 2011.
Li urged the summit delegates to look upon BYOD as
an opportunity: “We need to get out of the business of
device provisioning and back into the business of service
provisioning!”
The wide variety of issues and points of view
regarding mobility and BYOD will be revisited at the next
Mobile Summit on April 17 in the Town of Essex.
Co-hosts Jack Barron of Essex and Harry Turnbull of
Windsor plan to build on the results of the first summit,
particularly the policy foundation established during the
Mobile Plan Development Workshop, Nick Powers said.
“They are interested in taking what we’ve done in
Peterborough and getting more information and more
results and more feedback, and making it even better.” Q
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The Changing Face of IT

Technologies and Solutions –
a BYOD Guide
By Wadeed Mian
Information Systems Architects Inc.
THIS ARTICLE IS based on a presentation to the MISA IT
Security Conference in Barrie, Ontario, in October 2012.
THE PHENOMENON OF BYOD – or bring your own
device – has now hit the mainstream. It’s a paradigm
shift due largely to the popularity of mobile devices and
particularly to the adoption rate of tablets. This has all
but blurred the lines between personal and corporate
computing.

Why BYOD?
Statistics show that in 2012 there were 25.3 million devices
in Canada, of which 5.1 million were tablets. Technology
research firm IDC projects that there will be 45 million
devices by 2016, of which 14.2 million will be tablets – a
29.2-per cent growth rate for those products.
This is in addition to the already saturated market
of notebooks and ultrabooks. While the explosion of
BYOD is not due exclusively to tablets, they are definitely
driving the demand for personal devices at work.
Device

2012

2016

Smartphones
Growth
Tablets
Growth

20.2M units

30.8M units
11.1%
14.2M units
29.2%

5.1M units

Opportunities
One significant reason for municipalities to consider BYOD
is the cost saving. This includes procurement costs since
the enterprise is no longer responsible for acquiring the
hardware, as well as support costs, because employees
can now simply contact the manufacturers of their devices
for support.
Some of the less-obvious cost savings derive from
avoiding infrastructure costs such as staffing a team
to develop corporate images, testing images and
applications, developing software and hardware
currency tools, and many other endpoint services.

12

Another compelling reason to give BYOD a serious
look is increased productivity. With a mobile-enabled
corporate infrastructure, staff can truly work from
anywhere, any time.
This same concept also enables business lines to
deliver services in new ways. A variety of industries
benefit greatly from staff being able to take their
business applications to clients rather than having clients
come to them.
In addition, job satisfaction improves since employees
are empowered to work from home. Studies have shown
that working from home not only increases productivity
but also leads to office sharing and potential real-estate
savings.

Challenges
The bane of BYOD is, and will always be, security. The
challenge with losing control over the endpoints is losing
the ability to effectively secure them.
With mobile computing, an enterprise has to ask
a host of questions, including, “Where is my data at
any given time?” and “How do we secure the endpoint
where data may reside?”
The solution lies in a fundamental shift when it comes
to data protection. Enterprises must move to a truly datacentric security model whereby the security perimeter
is collapsed to the data – meaning that all endpoints
are treated as untrusted and the data is “streamed” and
never allowed to actually reside on the endpoints.
Another challenge is supporting BYOD. While this
is not of the same magnitude as traditional support,
enterprises will still need to develop new ways to enforce
hardware and software currency, and ensure that a
solution is in place to quickly and efficiently supply new
devices. Development teams must also ensure that all
in-house applications can support a variety of platforms.

Organizational Aspects
In creating a BYOD environment, the infrastructure must be
mobile friendly. This means investing in a robust and secure
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With a mobile-enabled corporate infrastructure,
staff can truly work from anywhere, any time.
• What data is being consumed on the mobile
device?
• What data is being generated on the mobile
device?
• How much of it will reside on the mobile
device?
• How will the data be securely transmitted/
received?
A data-leakage-prevention solution is
a vital part of securing a BYOD-friendly
environment because, other than the security
of the network, the security of the data is the
only thing standing between authorized and
unauthorized access to it.

Technical Aspects

wireless-network solution that may include both the WLAN
and the WWAN (3G/4G/LTE). In some cases, network
re-architecture may also be required to address traffic
management, bandwidth and security.
The platform for corporate applications is also
important since most large organizations rely on these
applications for much of their business productivity. In
most cases, the existing platforms are developed with a
standard corporate image with a standard corporateapproved Web browser. These platforms must be
upgraded or even re-architected in order to support
access from more than the homogenous standard
corporate environment (for example, mobile devices
potentially accessing these applications from the WLAN
or WWAN).
Next to consider is arguably the most important
criteria for successfully deploying BYOD: the protection
of corporate data. This means asking—and, more
importantly, having the right answers to—questions
including:

Mobile-device management (MDM) is a key
aspect of the steady-state operation of a BYODfriendly environment.
Initial deployment and even day-today churn will depend heavily on quickly
and effectively provisioning (or even
re-provisioning) devices locally or over the
air as necessary. This includes implementing
MDM software to effectively enforce device
and application policies on mobile devices,
tracking and management of device hardware/
software compliance, and overall asset management.
Remote access is another major consideration in
successfully delivering BYOD. There are usually two
main types of remote access: general and secure.
General remote access to corporate applications by
non-privileged users can be delivered by applicationstreaming solutions, thin clients and web applications.
Secure remote access to management networks by
privileged users requires a virtual private network (VPN)
solution. A variety of VPN solutions address both types
of remote access.
One of the technical considerations of data protection
is the deployment of encrypted container solutions on
mobile devices in order to isolate and protect corporate
data. This ensures that, if corporate data is permitted
to reside on the device, the data will be encrypted and
managers will have the option to remotely wipe the
device to protect against unauthorized access.
Another consideration is multi-factor authentication,
which provides an additional layer of assurance. On
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The Changing Face of IT
the network side, next-generation
firewalls, web-application firewalls
and intrusion-prevention systems are
important technologies to keep in
mind.
Last but not least, unified access
plays a vital role in truly integrating
BYOD into every-day operation.
Some organizations use what is
known as a hybrid model called the
virtual desktop interface (VDI). This
type of software converts desktop
applications to mobile solutions
through interfaces that will adapt to
a wide range of mobile devices.
By deploying virtual desktops
with a standard corporate image,
an organization can deliver on
BYOD without making any major
operational and architectural
changes. Employees working
remotely would simply connect to a
virtual desktop, using it as though
they were on-site. While this solution

provides the organization with far
more control, it is expensive and
none of the BYOD cost savings are
realized.

Bringing It All Together
As with most large technology
projects, the starting place for BYOD
is documentation. It is critical to
develop and communicate corporate
policies and standards governing the
secure use of BYOD and the networks
where they will reside. Then develop
and communicate a comprehensive
corporate data-leakage-prevention
strategy.
Next comes the securing of
corporate data, which starts with
the re-architecture of the network
for security. Subsequently, the
corporate-applications platform will
need to be upgraded for secure
mobile access.

Once the data has been
secured, the infrastructure can be
developed to enable access. This
involves deploying or upgrading
to a robust and reliable wirelessaccess infrastructure. This should
be followed by the deployment or
upgrade to a secure remote-access
solution, potentially involving VPN
and/or components of VDI.
Finally – and probably most
importantly – keep it simple. Employ
a phased approach. Deploy in
small, controlled groups while
aligning to the corporate standard.
Usually it’s best to take one business
unit at a time, understand its current
world operations, and then map
them to the new world. Q
Wadeed Mian, senior security
consultant with ISA – Information
Systems Architects Inc., can be reached
at wadeed.mian@e-isa.com.
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BYOD –

Securing the Mobile Workforce
By Dina Kamal
Deloitte
THIS ARTICLE IS based on a presentation to the MISA IT
Security Conference in Barrie, Ontario, in October 2012.
MOBILE DEVICES SUCH as smartphones, tablets and
e-readers have become so portable, powerful, connected
and user-friendly that they have penetrated every facet of
our personal and professional lives.
As consumer demand drives competition from
manufacturers, the affordability and ubiquity of these
devices continues to increase. The connectivity, working
mobility and functionality they provide are forcing
organizations to adapt by permitting employees
to “bring your own device” to work – or face the
consequences of not embracing this growing trend.

What Are We Seeing?
In addition to the increased affordability of these advices
due to steady competition and consumer demand, almost
any application imaginable is now available or can be
developed on a mobile device. As a result, savvy businessthought leaders are determining how to capitalize on this
continuously improving cost/performance trend, while at
the same time evaluating the risks of doing so.
Municipal and provincial government agencies are
facing the following challenges:
• Increasing pressure to accommodate a growing number
of employees, contractors and constituents
• Increased demand to provide more powerful mobile
devices and more choice, and give employees more
control over the devices that employees use
• Demand for more access to mobile-friendly enterprise
applications
• Providing support for devices of varying platforms.
A tech-savvy younger generation is further driving
this trend, pushing municipalities to adopt “socially
connected” applications, and support mobility
and flexible working arrangements. When these
organizations and agencies do not respond adequately,
employees are often purchasing their own devices
for both business and personal use. This introduces a
plethora of technological and business risks that need
to be addressed in order to protect the organization’s

16

interests and allow it to take advantage of the benefits of
embracing BYOD in the workplace.

The Promise
While the business case for implementing BYOD programs
varies, it often involves reasons including reducing costs,
increasing program productivity and effectiveness,
adapting to a changing workforce, and improving user
experience.
With BYOD, municipalities can address the personal
preferences of their employees, offering them increased
mobility and better integration of their personal and
work lives.
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When organizations and agencies do not respond adequately, employees are often purchasing
their own devices for both business and personal use.
Industry Trends
Trends forecast the increasing adoption of mobile devices
and the acceptance of BYOD.
A 2012 study on global mobility risks conducted by
the Ponemon Institute (www.websense.com/content/
ponemon-institute-research-report-2012.aspx), found
that, on average, 26 per cent of the mobile devices used
in the workplace are owned by employees in Canada.
The situation is no different in government
organizations and agencies. A Forrester Consulting
survey (www.cisco.com/web/offer/grs/101209/5/
cisco_forrester_tlp_2.00.pdf) found that 58 per cent
of information workers in government who use a
smartphone and 48 per cent of those who use tablets for
work purchased those devices without considering what
the organization supports.
In the Forrester survey of government workers,
59 per cent who use smartphones at work and
47 per cent who use tablets paid for these devices
themselves. Roughly 70 per cent of survey respondents
said they would pay for some or all of their smartphone,
tablet or laptop costs to have a choice. Nevertheless, a
cost-benefit analysis is essential before such deployments.

successful adoption of mobile devices. These challenges
include:
• The need for a central mobile-application platform to
give constituents both consistent and secure access to
various government services that are typically run on
different applications but require common interface/
access. (For example, issuing dog tags and building
permits, and paying parking tickets.)
• Sporadic connectivity with inconsistent wireless-service
levels.
• Geospatial trends putting a larger demand on a
municipality’s availability to present location-specific
information, status, plans and other information for
projects and processes.
• Relationship management with multiple government
layers (federal, provincial, lower-tier municipality) and
non-government organizations (fund raising and notfor-profit organizations) emphasize the need for data
access and sharing on a mobile platform.
• Contractors requiring access to government network
resources.
• Cross-department access and information sharing.
• Executives demanding access to government
applications using personal devices.

BYOD Challenges and Risks

BYOD Management and Strategies

Providing your workforce with instant access from any
location to enterprise-application transactions, business
intelligence and collaboration tools can significantly
increase productivity, customer-satisfaction levels and
bottom-line performance.
The consumerization of mobility can also create
significant business risk, however, and constitutes a core
challenge. This includes:
• Security – Managing data privacy and confidentiality,
device theft, accidental loss, data leakage, increased
risk of exposure to existing infrastructure as well as
managing against various threats.
• Applications – Increased development complexity and
costs supporting different mobile-device platforms,
distribution and management challenges for mobile
applications.
• Support – Increased overhead and risks with certifying
and authorizing devices, general support burdens
and device management challenges with user-owned
devices.

To define mobile-security principles, objectives must be
clearly identified.
Defining your objectives requires tradeoff decisions
between three inherently conflicting goals – reducing
costs, enabling productivity, and mitigating risks. BYOD
programs founded on all three goals are not set up
for success since downstream activities such as policy
definition, governance and process enhancements will
be impeded by the lack of clearly defined criteria.
Managing rapid change without defining the leading
principles (and subsequently making these formal)
can lead to confusion, incomplete or poorly designed
solutions, support challenges, monitoring gaps, security
risks and business risk.

Unique Mobile-Security Challenges for
Municipalities
Public sector organizations at the provincial or municipal
level face unique mobile security challenges that affect

Defining BYOD Goals
In defining goals that support the objective, consider why
you are implementing a BYOD program. To be successful,
programs should be rooted in specific business objectives
and aligned with the overall municipal strategy.

Evaluating and Managing Risk
To manage and reduce the risks, it is important to:
1. Minimize the amount of stored data on the device.
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2. Use virtualization or sandbox
solutions to establish a wall
between personal and enterprise
content that reside on the same
device.
3. Establish a policy and end-user
acceptance agreement that defines
what is and is not permitted on the
device.

4. Use network-monitoring and
network-access controls to keep
unauthorized devices off the
network.
5. Publicly communicate and post
the devices and applications
that are permitted or prohibited,
management and security
requirements, device-acceptance

Integrated Work Management Software
for Planning, Permitting, Licensing,
Inspections and more!
 Award-winning industry best practices
 Online application submission, payment, and real-time tracking
 Browser/iPhone/iPad mobile inspections applications
 Easy-to-learn, do-it-yourself System conﬁguration
 Enterprise Architecture “municipal software” platform
 Unparalleled Canadian software support, up to 24 x 7 x 365

Computronix is a proud
Exhibitor participant at
MISA Conferences in 2013!

Phone: 1-800-359-3758 ext 2288
E-mail: sales@computronix.com
Website: www.computronix.com
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processes and other critical
factors.

Developing BYOD Policy
Collaboration among the
technology, business, finance,
HR and legal departments will
help produce a policy providing
adequate coverage to support
mobile-device management.
Consider these questions:
Element Key considerations
• Activation – What is the process
for enabling a new employee
with a device?
• Device management – How will
devices be remotely managed?
What level of central control will
exist? What level of management
will be in place at the end-point
(for example, containerization)?
How will devices be locked,
wiped, and restored?
• Lost/stolen device – What
happens when a device is lost,
stolen or damaged? What
process should the employee
follow for reporting the event
and obtaining support? Will the
device be remotely wiped?
• Support – What kind of support,
and how much support, can a
user expect?
• Acceptable use – What kind of
devices, platforms, applications,
services and accessories does the
policy permit?
• Reimbursement – Who pays
for the initial device? What
level of stipend is available? Is
it consistent across all eligible
users? Is it available recurrently
– for example, does it refresh
every two years? What will be
reimbursed (hardware, service,
what else)?
• Privacy – How will employee
privacy be protected? Will your
support group have access to
personal information?
• Policy violations – How will
policy violators be dealt with?
Will BYOD policies contradict

3/18/13 12:31 PM
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or conflict with other policies
including, as examples, HR policies
for employee responsibilities and
overtime?
• Eligibility – Who is eligible for the
BYOD program and in what way
(for example, tiered eligibility)?

Implement the BYOD Strategy

needs, IT capabilities and user
expectations. Then the enterprise
can cost-effectively and securely
satisfy users, streamline and reduce
IT support costs, and ideally position
the enterprise to embrace and
reap the rewards of increasingly
sophisticated mobile devices and
mobile applications. Failing to

act may encourage employees to
acquire their own mobile devices,
resulting in increasing security,
privacy and regulatory risks to your
municipality. Q
Dina Kamal is senior manager at Deloitte
in Toronto and can be reached at
dkamal@deloitte.ca.

In addition to developing new
policies, implementing core processes
and capabilities, and making use
of existing IT processes to drive the
BYOD program, other considerations
are also important:
• One size does not fit all – There
are a variety of options to consider
depending on BYOD objectives,
business needs, policies and risk
tolerance.
• Open up the network – Networkaccess control helps secure a
BYOD environment and controls the
devices that can access each level
of the internal network.
• Control the data, not the device –
This enables organizations to focus
only on supporting the containers
rather than the entire personal
device.
• Consider mobile-device
management – Mobile-device
management solutions enable
organizations to control all
personal devices across the
enterprise, achieve corporate
policies, and manage security.
• Manage application content –
Employees will need a way to
access content on devices that are
brought to the office. Ideally, an
internal and secure “app market”
should be available, or only
selected and certified corporate
apps should be permitted for
office use.

Take the Lead
As mobility creates new challenges
for municipal IT departments, CIOs
are wise to take the initiative and
start to align business strategy and
617665_Info.indd 1
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SUDDEN is the primary technology
solutions expert in BC

Greg, SUDDEN Technician

SUDDEN’s legacy of innovation and customer service constantly pushes us in
our pursuit to ﬁnd the perfect technology solution for our clients. The collective
knowledge and experience of our staff has resulted in SUDDEN becoming the
premiere IT service provider in BC. Our commitment to clients and technology
has deﬁned SUDDEN and we are conﬁdent that you will appreciate our steadfast
devotion to addressing your IT and business needs.
Working with SUDDEN means that you can expect planning, transparency, hard
work and communication. Strategic partnerships with the most signiﬁcant and
recognizable names in the IT industry is essential for SUDDEN in order for us to
offer the best IT solutions. We carefully choose our partners to allow our team an
additional level of expertise that in turn gives our wide range of clients more added

Working with
SUDDEN means
that you can
expect planning,
transparency,
hard work and
communication

value when dealing with SUDDEN. Our partnership with HP allows us to collaborate
in order to develop superior ideas and reply to our clients’ needs

Unit 103, 7635 North Fraser Way | Burnaby, British Columbia V5J 0B8 | T.604.873.3910 | F.604.873.3600

A printer that can
keep up with your
business.
Introducing the LaserJet
Enterprise 700 color MFP M775
Series from HP.

The new range of HP flow MFPs –
LaserJet printers combined with workflow
and security solutions –reflect HP’s
commitment to offering the broadest
portfolio of products, services and
solutions for businesses.

What some of our customers say
about SUDDEN.
“SUDDEN Technologies brought domain expertise,
architectural expertise, and best practices: the type
of deep technical knowledge that we don’t have time
to develop in-house for a one-time installation of new
technology”
—City of Pitt Meadows

SMART
• Print, copy, scan, and fax from smartphones and
tablets from virtually anywhere with HP ePrint.
• Improve workflow using touchscreen controls to
preview, edit, and digitally send documents at
the device.
• Keep large scan and copy jobs moving with a
high-capacity automatic document feeder.
• Impress with bold text and smooth color—and
get the color output you intended with Pantone®
matching.
• Keep costs down with a low cost per page for
mono and colour printing.

SECURE
• Safeguard your sensitive information with robust
security features
• Boost printing and imaging safeguards and
protect business data with fleet-level security
solutions.
• Add security solutions—such as card and badge
readers— through the hardware integration
pocket.

ECO-FRIENDLY
• Reduce energy use with Instant-on Technology.
• Reduce paper use by up to 50%, using
automatic two-sided printing.
• Reduce waste—scan, store, and distribute
documents digitally.

www.sudden.ca

“I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank you
and your team for your service, professionalism, and
continued support. Initially our team really appreciated
your advice when we were at a cross roads, and we
are now beneﬁting from working with a ﬁrst class ﬁrm.”
—Synthesis Design
“We are extremely pleased with the high level of service
and professionalism that we have received from the
staff of SUDDEN; in particular it is a pleasure to deal
with Charles Tsoi. His prompt, knowledgeable and
courteous service has assisted us in many situations.
I would highly recommend SUDDEN Technologies to
any business.”
—St. Paul’s Hospital
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Developing a Skills-Assessment Tool
to Support IT Restructuring
By Al Little
City of Hamilton, Ontario
And Harold Schroeder
Schroeder and Schroeder Inc.
A NEW PERSONNEL-ASSESSMENT tool is proving effective
in helping the City of Hamilton’s Information Services
Division meet its human-resources goals, especially for
consistency in recruiting all levels of IT specialists.
Municipal IT managers are often required to assess
candidates’ skills for specific specialist jobs. Knowledge
tests have traditionally been an important component
of the assessment process. These tests, however, are
too often focused exclusively on the technical aspects
or “science” of specialist work. In practice, most jobs
require a mix of science and “art” skills, including the
ability to use techniques relevant to an area of work as
well as the softer skills involved in interacting with other
people to achieve objectives.
As a result of a departmental restructuring at the City
of Hamilton, IT job roles were redefined with the aid
of a consultant providing industry best-practice advice.
To fill these new roles, a major recruitment exercise
was necessary, one that also had to be sensitive to the
valuable skills and experience of existing staff.
In this context, Schroeder & Schroeder Inc.
was commissioned in January 2011 to develop an
appropriate assessment tool that included questions and
answers to be used in pre-screening candidates for 17
positions in the newly created Business Applications
and Service Desk sections. Primarily, the tool was for
use in assessing the skill and knowledge level of existing
internal staff. External candidates were considered for
new roles only if existing staff did not possess the skills
and knowledge required.
In developing the assessment tool several
considerations were addressed, including the following.

Determining Scope and Focus
The first step was to identify the skills and knowledge
important to performance in each of the job positions.
Then questions and answers were formulated to examine
the candidates’ knowledge and abilities in each of
these areas.
City IT managers had pre-defined the broad skill
categories, including a number of science skill areas
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such as technical troubleshooting, software development
and desktop support, and a generic art category
defined as “people skills.” These categories were too
broad, however, to form the basis of assessment items.
It was necessary to break them down into more detailed
skill and knowledge requirements.
To do this, Schroeder & Schroeder used the draft job
descriptions available for each job, which consisted of
listed duties as well as qualifications – encompassing
science (formal qualifications and knowledge of specific
technical tools and techniques) and art (including
problem-solving skills, leadership and ability to use good
judgment). Many duties and qualifications were common
to a range of positions, so the job descriptions were
synthesized into a single list of duties and qualifications
that required question-and answer-sets.

Varying Proficiency Levels
Since the assessment tool would be used to pre-screen job
candidates at entry, intermediate and advanced levels,
the question-and-answer sets had to reflect the different
levels of candidates’ experience and knowledge. This was
approached in two ways.

MUNICIPAL

First, Schroeder & Schroeder developed different
questions and answers to reflect the types of work
typically associated with each level of work. For
example, questions directed at entry-level candidates
whose work would be highly supervised were designed
to investigate their understanding of key IT terms or
concepts. Questions directed at intermediate-level
candidates included hypothetical situations that
examined the ability to independently apply knowledge
in real-life situations.
In formulating advanced-level questions the types
of demands on staff at this level were considered. For
example, questions were designed to assess the ability
to discuss IT issues effectively with senior executives.
The second method adapted the design of questions
to make them progressively harder for more advanced
candidates to answer. This was achieved, for example,
by increasing the complexity involved in choosing
a combination of right answers in a multiple-choice
question.

Question Format and Style
Since the assessment tool would pre-screen large numbers
of candidates, it was critical that questions be in a format
suitable for self-completion and generate data that could
be analyzed quickly. Many questions, therefore, used a
pre-coded range of possible responses from which the
candidate could choose.
This meant that the correct answers could simply be
recorded in a marking scheme for the interview panel
or incorporated in an automated computer program that
would generate an overall score for each candidate or a
test report tailored to the needs of the organization.
Questions in this format included, for example, those
with a simple binary-response design (true or false, or
a choice between two possible answers) or a multiplechoice design (a choice of one or a combination of
answers). These types of questions are particularly useful
when testing candidates for entry-level specialist jobs,
in which the main objective is to test understanding of
basic technical concepts.
Questions can also be designed to assess
intermediate or advanced skills, for example, by asking
the candidate to choose the most appropriate response
to a hypothetical situation that involves specialist
knowledge or related art skills, or one that requires
knowledge usually only held by more experienced
specialists.
The initial implementation at the City of Hamilton
involved a manual rather than an automated
assessment process. The frequency of use (beyond
the reorganization initiative) did not warrant a further
investment in automation, although that option is still
available by design.
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Developing Question-and-Answer Content
The assessment-tool project team consisted primarily of
IT professionals with relevant specialist knowledge. They
were able to understand the nature of jobs for which they
had been asked to design assessment items, and compile
questions and answers that were relevant to the job and
pitched to the right level of knowledge and experience.
A large component of the work consisted of
research to identify and document authoritative sources
from which question-and-answer content could be
drawn. These sources included professional bodies of
knowledge, textbooks and specialist websites. One of
the main roles of the subject experts was to verify the
accuracy and reliability of these sources.
The team also worked closely with senior
representatives from the City’s IT division on draft
question-and-answer sets before they were made final
for use. This was crucial not only as a further quality
control mechanism but also to ensure that the question
database adequately incorporated any important
organizational-specific requirements of the job roles.

A New Recruitment Model
The systematic application of the above stages of work
resulted in the development of an assessment tool that
is valued by the City in its IT-staff-recruitment exercise.
Previously, skills’ assessments and testing had been left
up to individual hiring supervisors, but this had resulted in
inconsistent, sometimes ineffective, recruitment that focused
almost exclusively on technical skills.
The new tool also represents a practical example
of an art-and science-based approach to recruitment,
which can be readily adapted by other City
departments to assess candidates for jobs in a range of
specialist and functional areas.
These assessment methods have been successfully
employed in all recruitment within the City of Hamilton’s
Information Services Division since its reorganization in
mid-2011.
The tool enables hiring managers or supervisors to
quickly and consistently build a customized set of questions
(and answers) for any included job position, whether the
recruitment is internal or external, and whether entry-, mid-,
or expert-level competency is being sought.
This has become a City of Hamilton Information
Services Division best practice. Q
Al Little is manager of Business Applications for the City of
Hamilton and can be reached at al.little@hamilton.ca. Harold
Schroeder is president of Schroeder & Schroeder Inc., which
provides transformation management consulting services to
private and public sector organizations, and can be reached
at harold@schroeder-inc.com.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND PROCUREMENT LAW
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We offer:

Miller Thomson lawyers have years of experience
representing municipalities in Ontario and across
Canada on IT and procurement matters.

SIP Trunking
Hosted Lync
Managed Lync

Working with your professionals, our lawyers will help
you develop a practical solution that takes into account
the unique challenges faced by your municipality.

Lync Professional Services
Our clients say:
The great thing about Lync is that I’ll never have to buy a phone system
ever again. Lync Server has literally transformed the way we do business;
this is our communications platform for the future.
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Subaru Canada, Inc.
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City of Vernon Improves
Communication for Employees
with Creative Intranet
By Wayne Ikesaka
City of Vernon

Wayne Ikesaka, manager of information services at the City
of Vernon, and Patti Bridal, director of corporate services,
discuss the City’s intranet during the MISA BC Fall Conference
at Harrison Hot Springs in September 2012.

THE CITY OF Vernon may be small by some standards
but when it comes to implementing solutions to increase
communications and efficiency, it has a big footprint.
Vernon is a small municipality located in the North
Okanagan valley of British Columbia. With a population
of 38,000 and situated among three major lakes, it is a
mecca for visitors in any season – beaches and hiking in
the summer, and skiing and snowmobiling in the winter.
As with many municipalities, the need to do more
with less drove the City to consider many options in
an attempt to increase efficiency and communication.
Vernon was unique in that the 300 staff members were
situated in 12 different buildings across the city. Some
were connected by leased fibre and some performed
their jobs as contractors to others, while others due to
security restrictions had limited access to the Internet.
Communication within the City itself was a major
issue with the staff in different buildings feeling isolated

or out of touch with City Hall. Use of information
technology was at the forefront when considering
options and methods to develop a communication
process that would fit the City. Since it is within most
Information Services divisions’ mandates to maintain
other communication devices such as cell phones and
PBX/IP phone systems, Administration was aware
that developing a solution would require Information
Services’ involvement as an internal service provider
and natural implementer of technological solutions.
The City of Vernon had an intranet solution in place,
which provided content to almost all internal users. The
exceptions were those staff that were not connected
through leased line or had restricted access due to their
role at the RCMP. They could only be informed of policy
changes, events or notifications by paper.
This gap required that staff take the initiative to
manage the distribution of information in order to
keep current. Also, they missed out on the smalltalk conversations that bind staff together. The City
considered an Internet solution or remote access for
staff, but these options were either cost prohibitive or
cumbersome due to security processes that had to be put
in place.
In 2011, Vernon explored the Jostle solution for
internal web-based communications, talking to sales,
technical and management staff and reviewing
the progress the company had with its customers.
Although Jostle Corp. had very limited exposure within
BC, it showed great promise with regard to what it
could provide.
As a cloud solution, Jostle brought some additional
challenges, specifically concerning the keeping of
personal data outside of BC or Canada. Nevertheless,
the City approached Jostle with interest, keeping in mind
that for it to be considered successful it would have to
comply with a number of factors.
Short-term must-haves included:
• Data to be kept within Canada with a Canadian data
company
• Ability to replace the City’s organizational chart
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• Contact list, e-mail, phone number
and organizational information
• Identifiers of staff’s position and
employment position (including full
time, part time, manager, exempt)
• Information about the building/
location of the employees
• Ability to have images posted and
stored
• Security structure
• Single sign-on.
Mid-term must-haves included:
• Tracking training requirements
• Absence calendar
• Bulletin board
• Documents and policies.
Jostle’s long-term goal was to
replace Vernon’s SharePoint product
in its entirety. It would also need to
be compliant with the City’s current
hardware/software infrastructure
and be a financially viable solution
with regard to the funding of its
annual maintenance costs.
The Jostle platform would run
on IE 8 although 9 was preferred.
It also ran very well on Google
Chrome. During testing, we were
3:59 AM required to install Google Chrome
frame on the IE 8 computers, and
we employed Microsoft Federated
Services to handshake with the
Jostle servers for single sign-on.
Financially it was viable, as Jostle’s
maintenance costs would be offset
by the elimination of SharePoint’s
four-year replacement cycle capital
expenditure.
The City also recognized the
importance of having a project
champion – someone who had a
keen interest in tying the various
departments together and who
believed in the efficiencies to
be gained by this single source
of information. The Director of
Corporate Services, Patti Bridal,
stepped forward to spearhead
the project to staff, and the Jostle
program went live to all City staff
in April 2012. With the help of
incentives like challenges and prizes
to encourage staff to log on and
research answers, the rollout went
very smoothly.
Jostle CEO Brad Palmer describes
the company, saying, “Jostle is

12/02/13 11:05 PM
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a new kind of intranet. It helps organizations drive
their culture, connect their people, and surface key
information. Traditional intranets have never done a
great job of enabling employees. People don’t visit
them and they are hard to maintain, quickly becoming
cluttered, hard to navigate and full of stale content.
Jostle has solved this through an engaging peoplecentric approach that engages employees, brings our
culture to life, and is easy to maintain.”
The product has been successful because of its
simplicity and ease of use. There was initial resistance
to the new processes (one of the sore points being the
unavailability of the internal phone list), but over time
the efficiencies outweigh the staff’s lack of familiarity.
Aside from the must-have items that Jostle did provide,
additional benefits have been the listing of projects
and project leads. This is useful for City staff when
fielding phone calls on a particular matter or issue. It is
straightforward to search on that project within Jostle,
and the people involved will emerge. This makes it far
easier to direct public calls to the right person. Instead
of, “I’m sorry, I’m not sure but I’ll pass you to…,” it’s
now, “One moment please, I’ll forward your call to the
team lead of that project”.
Jostle has also been very successful in identifying
staff as well as committees, social clubs and external
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contacts. At a glance, anyone can clearly see who’s the
lead and who’s on the committee as well as important
contact info.
It has also provided an easy forum for staff to place
personal or professional notices. Training days, news
releases, engagements and get-togethers have all
helped bring everyone closer together. We also have
the contact information of committees and social groups
available so staff can find like-minded people to contact.
Further expanding its usefulness for one-stop
browsing, Jostle has recently added the ability to
create links to other websites, including links from the
corporation as well the ability for users to add their
own. The City has now posted all of its policies within
Jostle – the Clerk’s staff always has the current version
and posting is easy.
The drive for all municipalities to do more with less
and increase efficiency usually involves Information
Services, which is relied on to implement the properly
designed processes and systems that will gain
efficiencies. I believe that this reliance on Information
Services will ensure our place at decision-makers’
tables. Q
Wayne Ikesaka, manager of information services at the City of
Vernon, can be reached at wikesaka@vernon.ca.

.ca
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your community.
This location-based discovery tool provides real-time
access to garbage and recycling calendars, utility rates,
current events, construction detours around road
closures and more.
It’s all the information that your residents need, delivered
directly to their mobile device, from a source they trust.
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A Unified Approach to Municipally
Based Geospatial Data in Alberta
By Therese Morris
Mountain View County, Alberta
A UNIQUE COLLABORATION between municipalities
and private industry in Alberta has demonstrated the
remarkable benefits to be gained when municipalities
reach beyond their borders to share and standardize
geospatial data.
It was in 2007 that a small group of progressive
municipalities – four counties/municipal districts,
special areas and two cities – along with Gemini
Positioning Systems banded together to create the
Southern Alberta Emergency Routing Project (SAERP).
The original concept was to use local geospatial
data, which was produced and maintained by the
municipalities in a standard format, in dispatching
and tracking ambulances in the Palliser Health Region.
This data comprised roads, addressing points and a
points-of-interest layer, and was quickly adopted by

local emergency services, including fire departments
and community peace officers as well as 911 dispatch
centres. The project was also intended to enable the
monitoring of personnel working alone in remote areas
and to provide mutual aid across municipal borders.
While the mandate of the group did not change, the
geographical area of interest has continued to grow.
By 2012 the membership grew to 84 organizations,
including 16 counties/municipal districts, special areas,
two cities and 64 towns or villages encompassing a
portion of Alberta from Taber in the south to Lac La
Biche in the north.
As the membership expanded, the name of the
coalition became the Alberta Municipal Data Sharing
Partnership (AMDSP).
This evolution to AMDSP has resulted from the
unique partnership between these forward-thinking
municipalities and private industry. Member
municipalities recognize the necessity of emergency
mapping for responders and other potential applications
of the data.
Today AMDSP is seeking province-wide membership
along with government funding to help ensure that this
innovative project continues.

What is AMDSP?
As a partnership of urban and rural municipalities, AMDSP
has identified the benefits of developing and supporting
data containing local knowledge. The partnership is
guided by a volunteer board elected by the members. The
board and members have developed mission and vision
statements.
The mission statement is: The Alberta Municipal
Data Sharing Partnership promotes the creation and
sharing of “accurate” and standardized municipal GIS
data within its membership and with member-identified
agencies for the betterment of emergency and public
services in the province of Alberta.
The vision statement declares as its goal: Open
sharing, access to, and use of one set of municipally
controlled GIS data for emergency and public services
in the Province of Alberta.
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Strategies
The main strategy of AMDSP is to provide a municipal GIS
dataset for emergency and public service use in Alberta.
It also involves the creation and promotion of a set of
data standards while coordinating data collection from
rural and urban municipalities, thus reducing redundancy
in creating and distributing municipal data to memberidentified agencies. In some cases this may also include
assisting municipalities unable to produce data.

AMDSP Dataset
The dataset is typically used in municipal operations and is
updated and maintained by each municipality. Integration
includes:
• GIS departments
• Fire and ambulance
• Public works
• All navigation systems.
The spatial dataset includes:
• Eroads_AMDSP – emergency-roads layer created from
multiple municipal road layers
• RA_XXXX – municipal addresses from “XXXX”
municipality (for example, RA_mountainview)
• POI_XXXX – points of interest from “XXXX” municipality
(for example, POI_mountainview).
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• Rural and urban address systems that differ from one
another.
A) Rural systems differ by:
– Length of intervals – Grids vary from six to 100m
intervals throughout rural municipalities.
– Direction of address numbering – Most systems
work north and west of southeast corners, while
others work south and east.
– Odd/even delineations – Some systems have odd
numbers on the north and west side of roads, while
others have odd numbers on the south and east
side.
B) Urban systems differ by:
– Streets and avenues – Most systems work with
avenues running east-west and streets running
north-south, while others have avenues that run
north-south and streets running east-west.
– Direction of address numbering – Most systems
work north and west of the southeast corner, while
others work south and east or a variation thereof.
– Odd/even delineations – Most systems have odd
numbers on the north and west side of roads, while
others have odd numbers on the south and east
side.
• Different road-naming conventions – Most rural systems
use the township and range-road designations. Some
rural municipalities, however, have chosen to use streets
and avenues or other non-standard road names instead.

Why AMDSP?
Before the inception of AMDSP there were no standards
in place to facilitate the integration of datasets from all
municipalities. This partnership provides a one-window
approach to centralized data storage and distribution to
accommodate:
• Complete map coverage that includes data (including
roads) that is maintained by different owners across
multiple jurisdictions. For example, the Mountain
View County road layer contains private driveways,
provincial highways, county roads, resource and
recreation roads that are within the county but not
necessarily maintained or owned by the county.

• Encouraging data development and partnership – With
the support of local organizations and municipal districts
this provides access to GIS data for towns, villages or
summer villages that would otherwise have little or no
access to GIS data.
• Maximizing local knowledge – The points-of-interest
layer includes points for all populated places,
emergency services, health, education and recreation
facilities. Any point deemed to be critical to a
municipality can be captured in this layer (for example,
individual campsites in a campground).
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The Changing Face of IT
Emergency Management Uses
In addition to the Alberta Emergency
Management Agency, individual
municipalities can also use the data
for disaster situations. Mountain View
County has used the rural-address

dataset many times for mock disaster
scenarios as well as actual events. In
the floods of 2005 the data was used
to determine residences within a mile
of flooding rivers so that residents
could be notified of potential issues or
given evacuation notices.
The data analysis was
conducted at the county office
and then handed over to another
organization (Sundre Petroleum
Operators Group or SPOG) to
assist with the notifications. In 2012
the data was used to determine
which landowners and residents
were within 1.5 kilometres of a
pipeline spill north of Sundre,
Alberta. The list was again used to
notify residents of potential issues
surrounding the incident.

and major projects to determining
maintenance costs per mile for snow
plowing, sanding and grading.
Many municipalities are making
a transition to the Transportation
Routing and Vehicle Information
System (Travis). This organization
provides permits for the movement of
oversized loads and uses the road
data for routing purposes. While the
rural-address data has been used
primarily for emergency purposes,
it has also been used to correlate
census information to individual
residences.
Mountain View County conducted
a census in 2007 that tied census

Non-Emergency Uses
Municipalities use the road data
for everything from tracking capital
assets, seasonal maintenance
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The Changing Face of IT
The main strategy of AMDSP is to provide a municipal GIS
dataset for emergency and public service use in Alberta.
information directly to the rural
address. This facilitated a detailed
population count to determine
county funding for social programs
and create maps that included
population density and demographic
information.
The points-of-interest layer is used
by municipalities to create tourism,
business or recreation maps for
residents and tourists.

Specifications Overview
Since no standard GIS platform is
being used by Alberta municipalities,
the data format must be manageable
and easily understood by a variety
of data producers and users. To
attain the highest level of usage,
the data needs to work within
current management systems and
standards. The intention is not to
force municipalities to segment their
roads or to assign addresses within a
specified format.
AMDSP standard fields are
added to, but do not replace, a
municipality’s unique attribution in
a layer. For example, in Mountain
View County the roads are split
into one-mile segments with unique
identifiers, and fields track seasonal
programs including gravel, chip
seal and ditching. These fields
are in addition to the AMDSP
standard fields and, while they are
unique to this municipality, they are
not necessarily unique for other
municipalities.
Due to these and other
differences, AMDSP data must
be flexible and adaptable, but it
must also be consistent throughout.
The data coverage provided by
the municipality is expected to be
complete, meaning that there are
no gaps between jurisdictions, and
it will include three layers (roads,
addresses, points of interest) where
routing is required or expected.
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Data provided by the municipality
is in a shapefile format and in
Geographic Coordinate System
GCS WGS 1984 with .shp, .shx,
.dbf, and .prj file extensions.

Accomplishments of AMDSP
The partnership has a data-sharing
agreement in place and coordinates
requests for data and data updates
on behalf of urban and rural
municipalities. By creating the list
of approved third-party data users,
the partnership has increased the
number of groups and organizations
sharing data. In 2012 the website was
created, plus the board and members
are actively promoting the partnership
to other municipalities.

What’s Next
The AMDSP board and committees
are developing public-relations
strategies to increase membership
and third-party users. AMDSP is also
creating a business plan to identify
funding requirements to cover base
costs associated with the long-term
coordination and delivery of the data
sets. This involves the identification
of long-term funding options, storage
solutions and distribution models.

To Become a Member
Please visit www.amdsp.ca if you
require additional information or
if your municipality is interested in
becoming a member of AMDSP.
Once you have signed a data-sharing
agreement and have sent your data
in the format outlined in the AMDSP
Mapping Specification, you will
become an official member of the
AMDSP. Q
Therese Morris, GIS coordinator at
Mountain View County, can be reached at
therese.morris@mountainviewcounty.com.
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Conference

Waterloo Conference and
Tradeshow on Track!
GET READY FOR the 2013 MISA
Ontario Annual Conference and
Tradeshow, coming June 2–5 to RIM
Park in Waterloo.
The cities of Cambridge,
Kitchener, Waterloo and the Region
of Waterloo are set to deliver another
blockbuster conference illustrating
the direction in which municipal
technologies and strategies are
headed.
In recognition of the evolving role
of IT, the 2013 conference theme
is “Collaboration – We’re in IT
Together.”
Come and find out why and how
– more than ever before – municipal
information systems departments
are collaborating with suppliers and
internal customers to identify and

implement innovative, cost-effective
solutions to help achieve strategic
objectives and operational goals.
“We extend an invitation to our
management colleagues from all
areas of our organizations to join
us,” says conference organizer
Teresa Soulliere, Information
Management and Technology
Services, City of Waterloo. “The
MISA Ontario Annual Conference is
a milestone of progress for municipal
IT professionals and the companies
that work with them.”
Responses to the Call for
Speakers, which was issued February
13 to the MISA Ontario membership,
are requested no later than March 8.
Educational streams and successful
submissions will be identified by the

PD Place is Professional
Development at its easiest.
PD Place manages and tracks your entire professional development
and training programs and was developed with Ontario professional
development leaders. We understand that providing exceptional service
and support, alongside our customizable software applications, is what
sets us apart from the competition.

end of March, and the draft program
will be available for download in the
first week of April.
Early-bird pricing has also been
extended for delegate registrations
until April 12, giving members
the opportunity to review the draft
program.
Vendors interested in displaying
their products and services at the
tradeshow should secure their booth
space soon – the tradeshow is more
than 30 per cent sold already.
Some sponsorship opportunities
are also still available for those
interested in providing support for
the conference. Please contact the
Exhibitor and Sponsorship Committee
by e-mail at misa2013inquiries@
waterloo.ca with any questions. Q

“PD Place makes registration easy for
organizing staff by creating attendance lists,
handling wait lists and closing workshops
when they are full. The accounting and
business staff are happy with a significant
reduction in operating costs realized
through implementation.”
-Andrew Harris
Executive Lead

Stop by booth #31 at the MISA Annual
Conference and Trade Show
to find out more!

www.pdplace.com • 1-800-650-8882

630956_coresolutions.indd 1
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Governance Issues
By Roy Wiseman
Executive Director,
MISA/ASIM Canada

EARLIER THIS YEAR, results from the sixth Citizens
First survey were published by the Institute for Citizen
Centred Service (ICCS). Citizens First is a collaborative
initiative, undertaken by ICCS on behalf of all three
orders of government in Canada. It has been carried out
approximately bi-annually since 1998.
Citizens First 6 (CF6) surveyed almost 10,000
Canadians. Sponsoring jurisdictions included the
Government of Canada, eight provinces, one territory
and five municipalities. CF6 found that overall
satisfaction with government services has essentially
plateaued since CF4 (2005). Overall satisfaction is
measured by a Service Quality Index, measuring
satisfaction with a standard “basket” of services
provided by all levels of government. The SQI showed
steady improvement from a score of 64 in CF1 (1998)
to 73 in CF4 (2005). Since that time, SQI scores have
remained essentially unchanged: dropping slightly to 72
in CF5 and recovering to 74 in CF6.
Without necessarily implying a causal relationship,
the period of improvement from 1998–2005 was
when all levels of government were investing heavily
in moving services online. The years since 2005 might
be described as a period of consolidation of earlier
initiatives. One may also hypothesize that citizen
service expectations have changed significantly during
this period. With the advent of the Internet, response
time expectations have changed dramatically. It is
therefore possible that government service has improved
significantly during this time frame (my personal view),
but that these improvements have merely kept up with
growing expectations. Essentially, we are just doing
what is expected of us, rather than achieving any
breakthrough in public perceptions.
For municipalities, the lack of overall improvement
since 2005 is especially disappointing, given that many
municipalities were investing heavily in improvements
to their telephone service during this time – for
example, through implementation of 3-1-1 or call centre
consolidation. While responses for specific service areas
(for example, “information services of your municipality,
including telephone, websites and publications”)
indicate small improvements, even these scores are not
dramatically different from previous results. In reflecting
on the overall lack of improvement, one is tempted to
ask whether municipalities have over-emphasized the
telephone channel, in comparison to the web channel –
especially given the higher cost for telephone service.
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Citizens First 6
Regarding channel usage, CF6 shows (not
surprisingly) the continuing growth in importance
of the web, in relation to other channels. The web
is now the main method of contact for 28 per cent
of contacts, compared to only 12 per cent in CF3.
On the other hand, both the telephone (from 37
per cent to 34 per cent) and service counters (from
40 per cent to 27 per cent) show declines as the main
method of contact. Perhaps more significantly, the
web (28 per cent) has, for the first time, surpassed the
telephone (27 per cent) as the preferred method of
contact, although service counters (32 per cent) remain
(surprisingly) at the top of this rating.
The above only scratches the surface of the findings
from Citizens First 6. The complete report is available (for
a small fee) at the ICCS web site as www.iccs-isac.org.
Those interested in CF6 may also be interested in the
American Customer Satisfaction Index. The web site,
www.theacsi.org, includes reports and studies sectors,
allowing comparison of the public sector against various
private sector industries. Overall, notwithstanding recent
gains, public sector scores are generally lower than for
most private sector market segments – although higher
than specific industries, such as airlines and subscription
cable services. I am not aware of a similar index
comparing public and private sector satisfaction scores
in Canada.

Channels/Channel Management/Self Service
IN 2013, ICCS also commissioned a study, on behalf of
the Joint Councils (PSCIOC and PSSDC), to review best
practices in self-service from the public and private sectors,
both in Canada and internationally. Initial results from this
study, awarded to Deloitte, were presented at the February
Joint Councils meetings in Halifax, with the full report due
in the second quarter.
This study reflects increasing interest by all
governments in implementing self-service, wherever
practical, at least partly (if not primarily) to reduce
costs. In today’s economic climate, it appears that
cost reduction may have supplanted improving client
satisfaction as the primary goal of service improvement
initiatives. In this context, “channel management” is
often a euphemism for moving clients from more to less
expensive channels.
The Deloitte study includes an example from the
banking industry, where cost structures have been
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It is, perhaps, surprising
that governments
have not been more
aggressive in attempting
to move their clients to
the online or other less
expensive/self-service
channels.

extensively documented. For instance,
the costs for an account balance
inquiry are cited as $0.06 online,
$1.50 over the telephone and $3.07
in person. These costs increase
proportionately with more complex transactions, but
the ratios remain similar - with ratios of at least 10:1 for
telephone service and 20:1 for in-person service.
Given these differences, it is, perhaps, surprising
that governments have not been more aggressive in
attempting to move their clients to the online or other
less expensive/self-service channels (IVR and, to a lesser
extent, kiosks). For instance, when I recently received a
notification from Service Ontario to renew my vehicle
plate registration, the option for online renewal, was in
relatively small print and was certainly not highlighted
or promoted – notwithstanding a previously identified
target of 80 per cent of renewals being completed
online.
Service Ontario has, however, taken the relatively
bold channel management decision to close down their
popular kiosks, located in larger shopping malls and
similar high-traffic locations. In their announcement,
which met with some negative public and political
response, the government indicated that all kiosksupported transactions can now be done online.
Kiosks have, however, been used extensively for
transactions in which clients need to receive a physical
“token” (such as a licence plate sticker) as part of their
transaction. This requirement is addressed in the online
option by mailing the sticker after accepting an online
application and payment, illustrating that some human
intervention may still be required, even for “self-service”
transactions. In the longer term, governments may seek
ways to eliminate the need for physical tokens wherever
possible, such as through the use of digital stickers.
Overall, kiosks may have a limited future, as
evidenced by the recent Service Ontario decision.
Their use in airports as a self-service option for printing
boarding passes may soon be rendered obsolete
through electronic boarding passes on mobile devices.
Perhaps the most widely used kiosks are Automated
Banking Machines (ABMs), where the required physical
token is hard cash. However, with the increasing use
of credit/debit cards and mobile payments, ABM
transaction volumes have been declining steadily since
2005 (see statistics at Canadian Bankers Association
web site, www.cba.ca). For those of my generation,

credit/debit cards were used only for
major purposes. However, today’s teens
and twenties think nothing of using them
for convenience store purchases. In a
world of digital payment, it may be not
just the penny that is endangered.
Another recent example of channel management
was the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) decision
to discontinue mailing personalized tax forms to
all Canadians. This has again generated negative
public response, notwithstanding CRA’s assertion that
1.3 million packages (80 million pieces of paper) were
never used in 2012. To be fair, the real issue here may
have been the lack of communication. The Canadian
Association for Retired Persons (CARP) suggested that
CRA could have given people the option to order a
paper package when they filed their previous return.
CRA has likewise discontinued its Telefile service,
in which simple tax returns could be filed over the
telephone. Use of this option had been dropping by
about 10 per cent annually, but it was still used by over
300,000 people or 1.2 per cent of tax filers in 2012.
Given negative public reaction to decisions such
as these, governments have been understandably
reluctant to actively manage their channels, especially
discontinuing more expensive channels. While the public
purports to want government to be more efficient and
“more like the private sector,” they often react strongly,
especially when any service options are taken away.
Governments can, however, do a better job of promoting
less expensive channels than they so far seem willing to
do, including offering incentives (or penalties) that reflect
at least some of the differential service costs.

Summary
All levels of government in Canada are continuing in
their efforts to improve service to citizens, while at the
same time reducing costs through channel management
and other approaches (reviewing back office processes,
privatization, outsourcing, etc.). These efforts should be
encouraged, notwithstanding some expected negative
public response. Ongoing research, such as the ICCS
Citizens First and Taking Care of Business surveys, as
well as the upcoming self-service study, can be used to
measure our progress against these twin objectives, while
comparing ourselves to best practices from the private
sector and from around the world. Q
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MISA BC

PRESIDENT
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VICE PRESIDENT
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VICE PRESIDENT
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TREASURER
Barbara Davey, City of Surrey
604-591-4803
brdavey@surrey.ca

TREASURER
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
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SECRETARY
David Hennigan,
The Capital Regional District
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MISA Ontario
PRESIDENT
Geoff Hogan, County of Grey
519-376-2277
geoff.hogan@grey.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Dan Munns, T
own of Whitchurch-Stouffville
905-640-1910 x 285
daniel.munns@townofws.ca
TREASURER
David Laneville, City of Timmins
705-360-2605 (fax 705-360-2686)
davidl@timmins.ca
SECRETARY
Catherine Baldelli, Town of Milton
905-878-7252 x 2162
catherine.baldelli@milton.ca
www.misa.on.ca

MISA Prairies
PRESIDENT
Corey Halford, City of Airdrie
403-948-8800 x 706
corey.halford@airdrie.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Sabina Visser, City of Lethbridge
403-320-3880
sabina.visser@lethbridge.ca

SECRETARY
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l’Informatique
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Dan Newton, City of Red Deer
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dan.newton@reddeer.ca

PRESIDENT
Yves Seney, Ville de Sherbrooke
819-823-8000 x 6030
yves.seney@ville.sherbrooke.qc.ca

SECRETARY
Tracy Archibald,
County of Grande Prairie #1
780-532-9722 x 155
tarchibald@countygp.ab.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
André Labonté ,
Ville de Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
450-357-2435
a.labonte@
ville.saint-dean-sur-richelieu.qc.ca

MEMBERSHIP
Kelly Kaban, City of Yorkton
306-786-1729
kaban@yorkton.ca
www.misaprairies.ca

TREASURER
Michel Hurteau, Ville de Sorel
450-780-5600 x 5714
michel.hurteau@
ville.sorel-tracy.qc.ca
SECRETARY
André Robitaille
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www.rimq.com
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Protect Your Critical Data

SASKTEL DATA CENTRE
An Enterprise-class, safe and secure operating environment
for your servers, data and applications.
How would it affect your business if your servers went down? Do you worry about
the protection and safety of your data? Do you have the resources to properly
manage and maintain your IT infrastructure?
With SaskTel Data Centre services, our team of Experts will take care of your
IT infrastructure, so you can focus on your business.
The SaskTel Data Centre provides:
Ŕ SFEVOEBOU6OJOUFSSVQUJCMF1PXFS4VQQMZ 614 HFOFSBUPSTBOEDPPMJOHUPFOTVSF
continuous power and optimum temperature and humidity at all times
Ŕ NPOJUPSJOH BMBSNJOHBOETVQQPSUPGFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOUSPMT
Ŕ TFDVSFFOWJSPONFOUXJUIDBSETXJQF CJPNFUSJDTBOEWJEFPTVSWFJMMBODFBMPOHXJUI
POTJUFTFDVSJUZHVBSET
SaskTel Data Centre services include:
Ŕ SaskTel Colocation – Do you want to maintain control of your server infrastructure
and gain the beneﬁts of a secure environment? SaskTel Colocation service allows
you to lease space for your servers in our highly stable and secure Data Centre.
Ŕ SaskTel Managed Hosting – Looking for a partner to manage your IT
infrastructure? SaskTel Managed Hosting will ensure your critical data is kept
TBGFBOETFDVSF BOEXFXJMMNBOBHFZPVS*5JOGSBTUSVDUVSFTPZPVDBOGPDVTPO
your business.
Learn more about the beneﬁts of the SaskTel Data Centre services.

Contact your SaskTel Representative.

1-800-SASKTEL | sasktel.com/datacentre

Your Life. Connected.™

